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97% of sports bettors are not profitable in

the long run. Our Team is passionate

about finding an edge and has figured

out what only about 3% of the betting

market knows. It is simple ethics that

when you learn something, you should

teach it, and it is simple business that

when you are capable of providing value

to people, you should also service it. We

created this E-Book to share our

enthusiasm for sports betting and to

share some free value with our beloved

audience. We hope you enjoy it.

PREFACE 
WHY WE DO THIS
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GENERAL CONCEPTS &
TERMINOLOGY 

 
 



BET TYPES:
 

MONEYLINE- Moneyline is the easiest form of

betting, in which you bet on either of two teams to

win. There are no draws, which makes this betting

type common among sports such as ice hockey,

basketball and American football. Note: There is a

clear distinction between Moneyline betting and

Moneyline odds. We’ll explain the latter later in the

chapter

 
SPREAD- A spread is set in place when there are

two teams who are not of equal ability. The

Spread is what makes the bet fair to choose either

side. The spread is the handicap given by the book

to make the bet fair. 
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TOTAL - A TOTAL, OR ‘OVER/UNDER’ IS A BET ON WHETHER THE COMBINED
NUMBER OF POINTS IN A SINGLE GAME WILL BE OVER OR UNDER A GIVEN VALUE.
FOR EXAMPLE, LET’S SAY THE LAKERS AND RAPTORS ARE PLAYING AND THE
TOTAL IS SET AT 218 POINTS. OVER 218 MEANS THE FINAL SCORE AMONG THE
TWO TEAMS COMBINED IS GREATER THAN 218 POINTS. IF THE FINAL SCORE IS 118-
113, THOSE ADD UP TO 221, THEREFORE IT WENT OVER. ON THE OTHER HAND, YOU
MAY ALSO BET THE ‘UNDER’, WHICH OF COURSE, IS WHEN THE TOTAL SCORE FOR
BOTH TEAMS IS LESS THAN BOOKMAKER’S POSTED TOTAL.
 

NOTE: THESE BET TYPES ARE NOT LIMITED TO THE ENTIRE GAME. YOU MAY ALSO PLACE
THESE BETS FOR A SINGLE QUARTER, PERIOD, OR HALF.
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A different way of writing

probability. Odds = 1 / Probability.

There are different odds types,

such as decimal odds, American

odds and fractional odds.

ODDS FORMATS

ODDS
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MONEY LINE
 
Moneyline odds are most popular in the United States. These odds can either be

quoted with a positive or negative sign. To illustrate the difference, consider the

following example: New York Yankees -145 Toronto Blue Jays +125 When positive, the

number indicates the potential profits on a $100 bet. This is used when the outcome is

considered less likely to happen than not, and suggests that you are betting on an

underdog. When negative, the number indicates the amount that must be wagered to

potentially win $100 in profits. This is used when the outcome is more likely to happen

than not, making a negative sign the hallmark of a favorite For example- You’d have to

wager $145 to win $100 on the Yankees, while a $100 bet on the Blue Jays will return a

profit of $125.



 DECIMAL ODDS ARE VERY COMMON IN

MOST PLACES AROUND THE WORLD.

DECIMAL ODDS QUOTE THE RATIO OF THE

POTENTIAL PAYOUT TO THE INITIAL STAKE.

IN OTHER WORDS, IF YOU PLACE A $10 BET

AT ODDS OF 1.9, A WINNING BET RETURNS

$19. REMEMBER THAT THE STAKE IS

INCLUDED IN THE RETURN, MAKING THE

REMAINING $9 YOUR PROFIT.

 

 

 

DECIMAL ODDS
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KEY CONCEPTS 
EDGE, EDGEBET, VALUE BET
VS. TRADES 
 
Value bet, edgebet or trade is the edge that

you have versus the bookmaker. Because

bookmakers offer different odds,

inefficiencies occur. For instance, once the

lineups are released and a key player is

injured the odds on the other team will drop

and some bookmakers lag behind the rest of

the market.

 

Trades- trading could be referred to as

buying and selling assets, in the case of

sports trading that would be taking a value

bet and hedging it out for a guaranteed

profit.



We consider traditional sports betting or
punting to be for entertainment purposes only.
Sports trading is when you are serious about
making a profit from betting and view it as a
form of investment

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
BETTING & TRADING 

TURNOVER- THE TOTAL AMOUNT WAGERED ON ALL OF

YOUR TRADES OR FOR A GIVEN TIME PERIOD.

 
CLOSING LINE - THE ODDS AT THE TIME THE GAMES STARTS GIVEN

BY THE SHARPEST BOOKMAKERS. WHETHER YOU TRADED ON HIGHER

OR LOWER ODDS THAN THE CLOSING LINE DETERMINES WHETHER THE

EXPECTED VALUE IS POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE RESPECTIVELY.

 



VARIANCE - IT IS THE SUM OF DEVIATIONS FROM THE MEAN / EXPECTED
VALUE WHERE OUTLIER VALUES ARE WEIGHTED MORE HEAVILY.

EXPECTED VALUE (EV) - IN PROBABILITY THEORY, THE
EXPECTED VALUE OF A RANDOM VARIABLE,
INTUITIVELY, IS THE LONGRUN AVERAGE VALUE OF
REPETITIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT IT REPRESENTS. E.G.
THE EXPECTED VALUE OF GETTING TAILS IN A COIN
TOSS IS 0.5 OR 50% CHANCE OF THE OUTCOME
OCCURRING. WITH TRADEMATE YOUR EV IS EQUAL TO
YOUR EDGE % MULTIPLIED WITH YOUR STAKE SIZE IN A
GIVEN GAME. WE ALSO SEPARATE BETWEEN YOUR EV
BASED ON YOUR EDGE PLACED AND YOUR EV BASED ON
YOUR CLOSING EDGE. THE LATTER BEING THE MOST
IMPORTANT. SEE PARAGRAPH ON THE CLOSING LINE.
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MARKET LIQUIDITY 
Market Liquidity - In this particular instance, how high the max bets are. In general we are referring

to how much money has been wagered on a particular game, but since one can not see the actual

amount, the max bets give a good indication of whether a game has a high or low liquidity. Higher

liquidity markets are better, because money wagered = information. So basically the odds in these

markets are more efficient. This also reduces the volatility of the odds, meaning that it takes larger

wagers to move the odds.

PAYOUT RATE
Payout Rate - How many percents of the money wagered on the game a bookmaker pays out to

customers. E.g. if the payout rate is 98%, then the bookmaker will keep 2% (margin) for themselves

and pay out 98% to customers. Alternatively, they keep $2 out of every $100 wagered and pay back

$98 to customers.

MARGIN 

Margin - The bookmaker’s cut of a bet. Margin = 100% - Payout rate.



ARBITRAGE VS. VALUE
In an arbitrage bet or surebet you will bet on all outcomes of the game for a sure win. In a value bet you only bet on one

outcome of the game. Thus the risk is higher, but so is the potential reward. A typical arbitrage bet is typically around 1%. In

theory arbitrage bets are great, but in practice there are a couple of elements that makes them less appealing. E.g. the

odds changing after you have placed one side of the bet or that the bookmaker voids the bet (palpable error). Both of

these would lead to the surewin no longer existing. If you lose that bet, it will take you a lot of arbitrage bets to make up

for the losses. Also, the number of arbitrage opportunities are less frequent as the odds needs to be high on all of the

game’s outcomes. Because of this it is also a lot easier for bookmakers to identify and limit arbitrage bettors than value

bettors. Value bets are typically between 1-5%. Valuebets occur far more frequently than arbitrage bets, because there

only has to be deviations in odds on one outcome of the game. This means that you can get in several hundred bets/trades

per week. Which again implies that you can get in a higher overall turnover and a higher compounded growth. The

downside is that there is more variance, so the ups and downswings are larger. This is best mitigated by reducing the odds

range and stake size.



WHAT IS VLAUE BETTING? 

 
Imagine you were to bet on the toss of a coin. Assuming the coin can’t land on its rim, there is a 50 %

chance of heads, and 50 % chance of tails. Now, imagine you were to bet on the outcome, and had two

people offering you the following odds: Person A: Heads +110 ;  Person B: Tails -125 Obviously, you choose

the bet with the highest odds, since the probability of each outcome is the same. Now, let’s see what

happens if you place a bet on heads at +110.. Half of the time, you’ll lose your $10 bet, and half of the time

you’ll earn $11. From this, we can calculate the expected value of your bet to be $0.5. After one toss, you

won’t have profits of $0.5. You will either be $10 down or $11 up. However, if you increase the number of

tosses, your average earning per bet will theoretically converge towards half a dollar per toss. This means

that if you toss the coin 1000 times, you should expect earnings of $500. Whether you end up a bit above or

below $500 is a matter of luck, but it is skill that landed you there in the first place. It doesn’t require much

skill to realize that +110 a good odds on the toss of a coin. In fact, since odds = 1 / probability, fair odds

would be +100.. Because the odds offered is higher than what the underlying probability suggests, it is a

good bet. So why don’t we do the same in sports? Why don’t we use the probability of each outcome to

calculate the corresponding odds, and in turn distinguish a good bet from a bad? That’s exactly what we

do. Welcome to value betting.



HOW DOES IT WORK?
If you are thinking that coin flips and sports are not the same thing, you are

right. As opposed to the coin flip, the problem with sports is that you do

not know the probability of a win, draw or defeat. So how do we determine

it? The short version is that some bookmakers are really good at

determining their odds at a level that reflects the underlying probability.

This allows them to have a high payout rate and a small margin. Most

bookmakers, however, are not that good, and when they don’t know

whether their odds are in line with the actual probability, they compensate

with high margins. After all, they are all about making money. Sometimes,

new information enters the market. This happens, for example, if an

unexpected lineup changes people’s perception of the probability of each

outcome. For example, if one team’s key players are suddenly left out of

the team, odds on the opponent will fall. The best bookmakers are market-

driven and their odds will shift automatically. Others set their odds

manually, and might lag behind. If they do, their odds are suddenly higher

than the one of the market leaders. The margin they once had is lost, and

the probability have shifted in your favor. As with the coin flip, if the odds

are higher than what is supported by probability, you have a profitable bet.



THE WAY WE WORK
The best bookmakers are market driven. In turn, the best handicappers are

also market driven. This means that whenever someone put money on one of

the sides, those odds will decrease while the other one increases. In other

words, the odds are ultimately decided by liquidity in the market. When the

amount of money placed is high enough - the odds are as close to perfect

as it will be. By looking at the odds of these high liquidity markets, one can

acquire the knowledge of hundreds of thousands of people. Behind every

value bet is the assumption of an efficient market. If this does not hold true,

there is really no reason for value betting to even exist. Therefore, we

present one of the most fundamental and important questions any beginner

trader can ask: Can we trust the efficient market hypothesis? In their

business models, bookmakers make a tradeoff between their margin and the

number of bets placed through their service. Lower margins means higher

odds levels, which in turn increases the amount of money drawn to the

bookmaker. High odds levels attract professional sports traders with large

bankrolls, which increases the level of competition. The consequence is an

efficient market, because smart sports traders exploit any inefficiencies that

occur.



 
 

HOW BET SIZES IMPACT YOUR CHANCES- A
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
BET SIZING PLAYS AN EXTREMELY IMPORTANT ROLE IN ANY PROFITABLE BETTING
STRATEGY, AND IN THIS ARTICLE I’M GONNA TRY TO GIVE SOME INSIGHT INTO
EXACTLY HOW IMPORTANT IT IS. IN THE SPORTS BETTING COMMUNITY, THERE ARE
MAINLY TWO GENERAL STAKING STRATEGIES BETTORS USE. A FLAT STAKE, AND A
PROPORTIONAL STAKE. WITH A FLAT BET SIZE, YOU EITHER PUT THE SAME WAGER
ON EVERY SINGLE GAME, OR YOU PUT THE SAME WAGER ON GAMES THAT HAVE
THE SAME ODDS AND EDGE. FLAT BET SIZING IS FAIRLY EASY TO USE, BUT IT’S
HARD TO SELECT A PROPER SIZE. A SIZE TOO BIG WILL INCREASE THE CHANCE OF
GOING BROKE, WHILE A SIZE TOO LOW WILL NOT YIELD BIG ENOUGH PROFITS. A
PROPORTIONAL STRATEGY IS WHERE YOU PLACE A CERTAIN PERCENTAGE OF
YOUR CURRENT BANKROLL ON EACH BET. KELLY’S CRITERION IS A FORMULA THAT
MAXIMIZES THE GROWTH RATE OF YOUR BANKROLL. THE FORMULA FOR THE
KELLY’S CRITERION IS  (P G - 1)/( G - 1), WHERE P= PROBABILITY & G= ODDS
GIVEN.  LET’S TAKE AN EXAMPLE. IF YOU WERE TO BET ON A COINFLIP - IN A FAIR
WORLD YOU’D GET AN ODDS OF 2. IF YOU WERE TO GET ODDS OF 2.1, YOU
WOULD’VE HAD AN EDGE OF = 0.05 = 5% AND KELLY WOULD SUGGEST THIS
MEANS YOU SHOULD BET 4.545% OF YOUR CURRENT BANKROLL. LET’S TAKE THE
SCENARIO WHERE THIS IS RAN 2 TIMES WITH A STARTING BANKROLL OF $100,
YOU WIN ONE AND LOSE ONE. HOW BET SIZING IMPACTS YOUR GAME, A
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 7 P G - 1 G - 1 2.1 2 0.5 2.1 - 1 2.1 - 1 = 0.04545, WHICH
MEANS YOU SHOULD LAY DOWN 4.5% OF YOUR BANKROLL ON THIS GIVEN
EXAMPLE.



CONCLUSION 
 

 

 

OVERALL, IT IS CLEAR THAT VALUE BETTING IS THE ONLY

REAL WAY TO PROFIT IN SPORTS BETTING OVER TIME.

WE ARE PURELY MARKET DRIVEN AND LOOK TO

CAPITALIZE ON DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN THE ODDS

THAT THE BOOKMAKERS GIVE AND THE TRUE

PROBABILITY OF THE OCCURRENCE. BY COMBINING

THIS WITH THE KELLY CRITERION STAKING STRATEGY,

THIS GIVES US THE ABILITY TO PROFIT OVER TIME. OUR

TEAM USES A SOFTWARE TO COMBINE THESE TWO

FUNCTIONS TOGETHER TO GIVE OUR CLIENTS THE BEST

POSSIBLE PICKS EACH AND EVERY NIGHT.

 


